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MAKE
AMERICA
GREAT...
FOR WHO??
How about putting an end
to police brutality and
punish all and any violators
without exceptions or
privilege.
How about giving native
and indigenous people the
land that whites and
immigrants stole from
them, with their white
supremacy invasions.
Stop playing around and
impeach Donald Trump
and get rid of his V.P.
Pence!
How about ending the
"TWO PARTY" political
system and fiasco.
How about giving Black
people Reparations for
500+ years of absolute
agony and living in terror!
How about putting an end
to racism / white supremacy
with a system of justice.

How about putting a
national effort into finding
all missing Black women

GREAT
FOR
WHO?
and children.
How about putting racist
out of the country and take
away all and any
"property" that they might
own.
How about putting an end
to promoting all the sexual
deviancy and sexual
perversions by both males,
females and others.
Whether any Americans
have any morals is highly
questionable, if this path
continues.

How about ending the
harsh and extreme
sentencing of Blacks in the
criminal justice system.
How about having White
immigrants pay a
Reparations tax. When they
came to the Americas
running from tyranny and
their own people, they knew
it was a slavery nation,
built upon the backs of
slaves and the murdering of
indigenous peoples..
How about ending
government greed and
corruption. Effectively
monitor lobbyists and stop
literally poisoning the
public.
How about ending
corporate greed, corruption
and predatory capitalism,
with some social
responsibility.
How about sending
European "dependents"&
"useless eaters" back to
Eastern & Western Europe.
Put an end to white
privilege.
Stop "bullying" small,
defenseless countries,
without calling it
"terrorism".
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If America only stands for
savagery, barbarism and
perversion, how can
anybody MAKE THAT
GREAT!

THE

GOSPEL
ACCORDING
TO AFRIKANS

"Don't let these people intimidate
or scare you. You gotta get in the
fight."

The Gospel According To

Dr. Frances Cress Welsing

Grace Walker

"Fascism is in stage White
Supremacy. I mean just like in Nazi
Germany. Fascism, system of
racism, white supremacy
determined to survive."

“Africa has a significant amount of
the world's titanium, uranium,
bauxite, palladium, cobalt, cocoa
and coltan. If Africa pools its
resources on a continental basis and
uses these commodities to back its
currency, it creates a viable
economic base for African growth
and development. This would make
Africa a super power because it
would then be in a position to fairly
price its commodities.”

THE MILITARY
EXPERIENCE
Cathy Harris

Gospel simply means “GOOD
NEWS”. It’s good news when
somebody has the nerve to take a
stand for Afrikan people. It’s good
news when some of our own “tell it
like it is”! The following scholar
warriors supreme stand tall for
Black people. They do us proud
and provide us with some of the
information and analytical
knowledge we need to travel into
the future. They stand for
something so that you won’t fall for
anything, but they will only get us
to a certain point. We all must
stand-up for self and find a decent
organization to help express
concern for our people wherever
they are. Black people shouldn’t
have to do anything alone. You
want proof? READ ON!

DON'T TURN DOWN
The Gospel According to
Maxine Waters

AFRIKA: SUPER POWER

DONALD TRUMP

The Gospel According To

(OUR STORY)

groups made your labor obsolete,
they were stuck with you.”

"The military did two things for
most soldiers back in the day and
even today...it either broke them or
made them, which meant if you
were strong enough to make it
through, you survived your ordeal
and probably value your
experience, but for many they were
not quite so lucky because the
military left them broken both
spiritually and mentally.".

NO CLASS DISTINCTION
The Gospel According To
Dr. Umar Johnson
"Class is a term that speaks to your
ownership of wealth."
"We don't have class distinctions,
we have cash distinctions."

MILITARY DIRTY
LITTLE SECRETS

FEEL GOOD STORIES

The Gospel According to

Orlando Tucker

Cathy Harris

“White people are merely mutated
inbred albinos. To feel better about
themselves, white people develop
totally senseless propaganda to
flatter themselves and to make
themselves feel better about their
genetic condition at the expense of
people of color”.

"However, keep in mind that the
military is not for everyone,
especially the weak, because they
will use every tactic they have to
wipe that smile off your face and
break your spirit. This is just what
they do."

THE ILLUSION
The Gospel According to
Dr. John H. Clarke
“Your illusion is that the
possibility that you would one day
be an American citizen. They
didn’t bring you here to make you a
citizen. They brought you here to
slave and to do labor. And when
the machines and other immigrant

The Gospel According To

DOUBLE AGENTSBLACK LEADERS
The Gospel According To
Attorney Alton Maddox
“The people that Black people put
into office, the people that they call
leaders are actually double agents.
They appear to be working on your
behalf, but they are in fact working
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on white folk’s behalf. That’s a
double agent.”

PHENOTYPES
The Gospel According to
Orlando Tucker
“All phenotypes exist within the
black family. Asian people are
only the semi-recessive
descendants of their ancestors who
were a black African tribe with
slanted eyes. White people are the
albinos of a specific group of
Africans and have inherited those
people's phenotypes. They try to
imply that their phenotypes were
originally theirs and that if you see
people of African descent with
these features, they inherited them
from white people. Nothing is
further from the truth.”

FATHER’S LOVE
The Gospel According To
Dr. Charshee McIntyre
“We need input. In every Afrikan
reality, the male principle must
prevail with the same respect as the
female principle. The highest love
is Father Love. You find a mother
everywhere. Brothers, you have to
go out and father your nation. And
I’m not talking about husbanding.
And I’m not talking about banging.
I’m talking about giving up you.
Your heart, your mind, your soul.
GIVE IT UP!”

ICK YOUR LEADERS
The Gospel According to
Dr. Julia Hare
“Black folks are still allowing
White folks to choose their leaders.
Do you believe that Israelis would
allow the Arabs to choose their
leaders? The Chinese would allow
the Japanese to choose their leaders
for them? Would the British allow
the Irish to choose their leaders?
Do you think that lions would
allow tigers to lead them in the

jungle? It’s only Black folks who
will allow others to come in and
pick their leaders for them!”

CORRECT
INFORMATION IS
POWER
The Gospel According To
Dick Gregory
“Money is not power. Education is
not power. Information is power.
And if you let people give you bad
information, you got bad power.
We are going through some strange
times and it’s about information.
It’s not about how much money
you got or how many Phd’s you
got, it’s about how much
information. Remember all them
folks that put Hitler’s thing
together? They was educated. All
them folks that put the nuclear
bomb together, they was educated.
All the people who have corrupted
this planet, was educated. We
talking information now. There’s a
God Consciousness that they can’t
touch!”

THE REAL SONS OF
BYTCHES
The Gospel According To
Dr. Khallid Muhammad
“I cannot live my life according to
the standards of white people. I
cannot live my life according to the
so-called moral codes of white
people. I cannot live my life
according to the so-called codes of
ethics of white people, which is
nothing but crap. She’s a bitch. A
two legged dog and an animal and
a beast. And their babies are
bastards. Because the white race is
a bastardized nation. The
illegitimate children of the Father
Almighty God. The white man, her
sons, are sons of bitches.”

COWARDICE!
The Gospel According To

Dr. Amos Wilson

“We have a tremendous
amount of power in our hands.
Right here in America, we are
not a weak people by any
stretch of the imagination. The
only weakness is in our minds
and in our imaginations. That’s
the only place. We are not a
dependent people in the material
sense. Only in the psychological
sense. The only thing, ladies and
gentlemen, we must get over is
our cowardice. That’s the only
thing. We can change this.”

INFORMATION AGE
The Gospel According To
Dr. Amos Wilson
“We must face the reality that we
are operating in an electronic
communications age. While there is
a place for our oral tradition, we
cannot become solely dependent on
the oral passing of information. We
must become the generators of
information and use every type of
information dissemination available
to us.”

KNOWLEDGE AS
PROPERTY
The Gospel According to
Dr. Molefi Asante
“Once the land was in the hands of
the Europeans, there was a
transformation in conception. They
began to colonize not just the
geography but the information
about the land as well. Colonized
information became property to
them. They owned it and could
interpret it, also claiming the right
to exclusive interpretation”.

BLACK POWER &
AFRIKA
Dr. John H. Clarke
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“We will have taken one giant step
forward when we face this reality:
Powerful people never teach
powerless people how to take their
power away from them.”
“Without the African connection,
we are a disjointed people
...begging for entry into somebody
else's house.”

LET’S GET READY TO
RUMBLE!
Dr. John H. Clarke
“As an Afrikan people being truly
Pan-Afrikanist, we have to have a
military force that would protect
Afrikan people, anyplace in the
world. To do this we have to stop
dividing ourselves based on islands
and based on color graduation or
how close we are to our white
fathers. Liberation is hard. You
have to get a little rough to liberate
a people.”

country,
A shot in the head to save his
country,
Come on, come on, come on, come
on
This can't be real.

TURN DOW FOR WHAT
DJ Snake / Lil John

Fire up that loud
Another round of shots
Fire up that loud
Another round of shots
Fire up…

Did you hear what they said,
They said another brother's dead,
They said he's dead, but he can't be
buried,
They said he's dead, but he can't be
buried,
Come on, come on, come on, come
on
This can't be real.

Did you hear what they said,
They said, they shot him in his
head,
A shot in the head to save his

Lumumba Carson (Professor X)
“Vanglorious - This is protected by
the Red, the Black, and the Green.”

Odyssey

You grew up ridin' the subways,
running with people
Up in Harlem, down on Broadway
You're no tramp, but you're no lady
Talkin' that street talk
You're the heart and soul of New
York City
Where did all those yesterdays go?
When you still believed
Love could really be like a
Broadway show
You were the star, when did it
close?

Gill Scott Heron

TO THE EAST,
BLACKWARDS

NATIVE NEW YORKER

And, whoa

DID YOU HEAR WHAT
THEY SAID

And this time I'm gonna do it my
way
I hope you enjoy this as much as I
do
Are we ready?
I am
Cause it's all about control
And I've got lots of it

POWER
The Gospel According To
Dr. Marimba Ani
“For the Afrikan, power is the
power to do, power to activate, to
interact, to be energized, to make
things happen.”

SUNNY

AFRIKAN
SPIRITUALITY

Bobby Hebb

The Gospel According to

Sunny

Dr. Marimba Ani

Yesterday my life was filled with
rain
Sunny
You smiled at me and really eased
the pain
Now the dark days are gone, and
the bright days are here
My sunny one shines so sincere
Sunny one so true, I love you

CONTROL
Janet Jackson

This is a story about control
My control
Control of what I say
Control of what I do

“Our mistake has been to separate
the spiritual from the political. You
can’t be practicing a religion which
demeans your people and still
claim to be conscious or still claim
to be acting in a political way.”

FEAR
The Gospel According To
Sistah Souljah
“The No.1 problem that we as
Afrikan people in this country face
is fear, because we are so afraid of
the consequences of being fighters.
We hear God talking to us and
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giving us instructions and we
ignore the instructions. We ignore
the instructions, because rather than
fearing God, we fear white
supremacy and we fear white
people.”

MEN & WOMEN
The Gospel According To
Dr. Jewel Pookrum
“It is really disturbing to me when
I hear Afrikan women talking about
that they don’t understand their
men and that there is a war going
on between men & women,
because the flesh on every man’s
body is your endometrium. How
can you talk about you don’t
understand that which you gave
birth to. The issue is that you don’t
understand yourself.”

BLACK
FACTS

tobacco corporations, textilemakers, colleges and insurers,
seeking to hold them financially
accountable for the profits made
from slaves.

Black people have been going
missing for over 500 years. Many
were kidnapped from Africa and
their homelands and many, many
more have gone missing since their
arrival in European strongholds.
Indigenous people have been going
missing for about 500 years due to
invasions by foreigners into their
homelands and territories.

The state of Bahia in Brazil has 4
million Blacks of about 5.2 million
people. It’s the most Afrikan in
culture and the most famous Black
State in Brazil.

Any indigenous person who
captured and delivered Africans (or
assisted) during the Atlantic
"Slave Trade" did so as an agent of
Europe. Europe was the principal in
these criminal enterprises. The
principal is always liable for the
acts of its agents acting within the
scope of the principal's enterprise.

First person I am aware of, other
than self is mother and that occurs
before we ever enter this world.

In the United States and Canada

missing from Africa since
Europeans came to Africa.

alone, there were in 1492,
approximately 10 to 20 million
Native Americans. By 1900 there
were less than 250,000 Native
people left alive, a decline of well
over 98%.

The purpose of an Afrikan

In every country where Black men

All knowledge is rooted in
reality
Millions of Africans have come up

Centered education is to reproduce
the best of ourselves.

In the United States, laws and
ordinances are being passed
requiring businesses doing business
with a few cities and vying for
contracts from them, to search their
records and disclose whether they
profited from slavery. During the
past several years, several lawsuits
have been filed against railroads,

and women do the hardest and most
dangerous work for the lowest
wages under the most terrible
conditions imposed upon them by
the imperialists, we see the vast
majority of the Negro middle-class
leaders, lawyers, preachers,
doctors, and politicians, deserting
the workers and unemployed
toiling masses and going over in
the most brazen fashion into the

camp of the White capitalists and
landlords.

Twenty thousand black slaves,
brought to England from the 1640s
onwards, have disappeared from
the historical records and
sometimes even from their families'
memories.

With over 12 per cent of the
world's population, Africa accounts
for less than 2 per cent of the
world's trade.

Blacks make up about 1% of
Peru’s population. They are mostly
called “Negroes” or “Morenos”.
Slavery was abolished in Peru in
1854.
After the Mexican War, 18461848, the United States got the
territories of New Mexico and
California from Mexico for about
15 million dollars. Up until this
time, Mexico ran all the way up to
Canada.

Blacks in India (Dalits) are the
world’s largest minority at 150
million people.

For more than 1000 years, Arab
traders transported African slaves
across the Indian Ocean to the
Arabian Peninsula, the Persian
Gulf, and Asia

A Jewish man, Jacob Schiff
established the NAACP in 1909
and the ADL a few years later.

Brown Babies are an exclusive but
little-known group - children born
of the relationships between White
English mothers and Black
American soldiers stationed in
Britain during World War II.

1675 BCE was the first foreign
invasion of Alkebu-Lan (Afrika).
Egypt was overrun by Hyksos,
invaders from the Banks of the
Oxus River, around the so-called
"Fertile Crescent." These were the
first of the so-called "Semitic
Peoples" in Africa.
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Black people are 75% spiritual and

White people hate Black people.

25% physical.

They only like Black people that
make them feel good.

Afrika is the Land of the Blacks.
Caucasian people settling on or
born on Afrikan soil are not
Afrikans. They are Europeans born
in Afrika. To be Afrikan is to be
Black. Melanin dominant. Make no
mistake about it. To be Black is to
be of Afrikan descent, evolved
from the human kingdom.

EUROPEAN
FACTS

1980 PRESIDENTIAL
CAMPAIGN SLOGAN
Ronald Reagan
"LET'S MAKE AMERICA
GREAT AGAIN"

SON OF A BITCH
President Donald Trump
“Wouldn’t you love to see one of
these NFL owners, when somebody
disrespects our flag, to say, ‘Get
that son of a bitch off the field right
now. Out! He’s fired. He’s fired!’”

SOCIAL PROTESTS
Bob McNair
" W e Can’t Have Inmates
Running The Prison."

SHAPE OF MY HEART

younger) in the United States have
been sentenced to life
imprisonment without parole.

Sting
I know that the spades are the
swords of a soldier
I know that the clubs are weapons
of war
I know that diamonds mean money
for this art
But that's not the shape of my heart

Mass shooting have become

Many Europeans call the invasion

common place in the United States.

of Eastern and Central Europe by
the Asiatic Huns as the first great
race war.

(SUBURBAN MYTHS?)
Believe it or not!
Over 2,200 children (age 17 or

America not only has a crisis with
drug users and abusers, America
has a crisis in mental health issues.

Half of all Americans are living
paycheck to paycheck.

Europeans do not want to ban child
marriage in their strongholds.

DILLY, DILLY!
The minimum age for marriage
across most of the US is 18, but
every State has exemptions – such
as parental consent or pregnancy –
which allow younger children to tie
the knot.

In European dominated countries,
it’s common place for people’s
identities to be stolen. Almost as
common place as it is to be cloned
or eliminated for your body parts.

The magazine where Vanessa
Williams had lesbian poses with a
so-called white woman is the
highest selling erotic magazine in
the history of Caucasians.

The Irish defeated the British
Empire completely by secular
martyrdom, followed by urban
guerrilla warfare. They killed the

spies amongst them and left the
foreign troops to drive around
inviting ambush.

Three hundred years of trading in
African slaves allowed Britain to
become a world economic power
and financed the Industrial
Revolution. In fact, many high
street banks and businesses Lloyd’s insurance market, Imperial
Tobacco, the Midland Bank and
more - grew out of slave labor and
slave dealing.

All Romans were not white. Most
Italians now are mixed blood.

Caucasians call Black people that
refute their mythology Black
supremacist.

The WNBA, Black-Feminist,
entitlements, and minority setasides are helping white women
recover, as they ride on the backs
of Black women.

The WNBA is strategically using
Black Women to promote to and
get dollars out of the “GAY”
community with a show of their
support and acceptance. Their
masters are pushing these women
to help them take control of the
socialization process of Afrikan
people, especially young girls. Our
children watch and learn from their
examples and actions. They claim a
person’s sexuality doesn’t matter,
but focus on it anyway!

American Indians (indigenous
people of North America) are the
victims of violent crimes at more
than twice the national average and,
unlike the situation among whites
and blacks where the large majority
of crime victims are of the same
race as the perpetrators, 70 percent
of those committing crimes against
Indians are of a different race. A
full 60 percent of the perpetrators
of violent crimes against Indians
were whites.

South Africa, a White controlled
country with a majority Black
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population, has the largest prison
population in Africa (four prisoners
per 1,000 people) and about the
fourth largest in the world.

Europeans view sex as a life style,
Afrikans don’t.

Many Americans are unaware that
the U.S. is the most polluting
society in the First World. In some
areas, like the emission of
greenhouse gases, it even outdoes
the environmentally ravaged
former communist countries.

The concept of sexual inferiority is
deeply embedded in the Caucasian
consciousness. Particularly the
consciousness of the Caucasian
male. He has a fear of not being
able to compete sexually with the
African male.

The only obelisks they have in
Europe are those they stole from
Afrika.

May contain Explicit Content not
meant for Negro Kids or weakass Adults!

society are out of balance. Why?
Look to advocates of the Devil.

Negro ni99a, devil's advocates,

They are running from their own
people to somebody else's land,
where lots of people were killed,
kidnapped and enslaved daily,
calling themselves looking for
opportunity.

don't want to be labeled Negroes,
Negresses or Ni99ers. They wish to
have those words abolished from
American society and just wanna
be labeled as Americans. Blacks
watching them can plainly see that
they are playing devils advocates
for devils. Devil's avocates whose
bosses, masters and owners in
private, label them as their
profitable Negroes and Negresses.
Masters and owners try to remain
"politically" correct, not to upset
any apple carts.

While you might think you are
slick, for playing chess instead of
checkers, you may forget your
opponent is playing POKER with
your life.

White on White violence numbers
are soaring every year. Most police
stations have a huge number of
white homicides that are considered
"cold cases".

Black GrapeVine news- the
majority of European countries that
participated in African kidnapping
and enslavement all have RED,
WHITE & BLUE flags.

CRACK HEAD
NEWS
ADVOCATE OF
THE DEVIL!
(Devil's Advocate)
Edition
Parental Advisory

Be careful news- Gaiety or
Gayness may be an escape route for
a lot of people or so they think.
Those coming "out of the closet"
may become targets from those
QLGBTP folks that want to stay in
the closet and keep their identities
safe from public scrutiny.
Any person that will celebrate an
artificial man, will also go out and
buy an artificial Xmas tree. Then
expect somebody else to give their
children a basic education. No
surprise what so ever!

Where there is an over-abundance
of male and female sexual
predators in families and societies,
those families and that predatory

White immigrants are runners.

Is Jesus coming back with a penis
and some balls or is he coming
back with a vagina? I suppose we
have to ask some of these Christian
leaders. They been talking to him
or her since the Master Race gave
them permission to do so. Well, at
least they pretend they got
permission to talk to somebody.
Are they talking to a her or a him?

You must tell the youth about the
politics of global white supremacy.
It's like being a star basketball
player placed on a team with white
scrubs and the white coach keeps
you on the far end of the bench,
because you might show up some
white people. The only time you
get in the game is for clean up time
(mop-up) or a war is going on.
Then you have to take one for the
team. After the game, the coach
tells you that one day you’ll get
your chance. Meanwhile, the owner
($50 billion a year) says that he can
only pay you minimum wage and
you should be happy with that.

Black GrapeVine news- Females
with no men in their lives and a
limited number in their families,
are always yapping about what
Black males and men should be
doing. Some females believe that to
be matriarchal. Who knows except
the invisible man. lol

Black GrapeVine news- If you can
get any kind of Active Shooter
Training, go for it. Ya never know!

What is worse than a big-headed
Negro or Negress playing the
DEVIL's advocate 24/7? That ain't
politics, that's killing softly with
your yapping.
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Know your worth in all
environments. Depending on the
setting and the system, some people
are more valuable than others. In
some settings, some people ain't
worth a dam.

What we have here is White
women, Black women and various
other females, sleeping with so
many guys, they have no idea who
the father is. Half the time, the
females don't know the names of
the males they had sex with.
Freedom, liberation or no? Who is
to blame> Devil's advocates? Some
would say that men are to blame
for the number of people women
are sexing. Is that matriarchal or
patriarchal? lol

Black people were never Pilgrims.
Pilgrims were among the first
groups of white immigrants
running from tyrants and monarchy
ruler ships, knowing full well that
kidnapped Afrikan were slaves to
the Master and property ownership
classes of white people. These
immigrants saw this as a way to
economically prosper and to get
through a loop hole.

How long before "they" put Olivia
Pope in a lesbian relationship? The
Rhimes girl is in charge with the
power. How long?

Who is talking more about eating
ass (grass eaters) than Black
people?
Hmmmm! Football players that
use their "entertainment" platform
to try and change the communities
and families they hail from for the
better, are called "SONS OF
BITCHES". Where they do that at
and who does that?

White people stay in COSTUME.
Black people have a hard time
figuring that out, because they are
trying to keep it "real". White
people ain't trying to keep shyt
"real". When shyt go bad, Black
people stay confused thinking
white people are their friends, their
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kin or are even the same species as
them. Wolves don't hang out with
sheep or lions.

Face Book is a BLUES social
network. Got the Blues?
Depressed? Get a Face Book
account! lol

Black GrapeVine news- The youth
fail to realize that HIP-HOP is just
a modern form of the BLUES.
1,4,5,1. It will sometimes make you
laugh and dance, to stop from
crying. lol

More than 200,000 children under
18 were married in the US over the
past 15 years

Prisoners in Charge of the
Prison
SONS OF BITCHES

that Black people are killing
themselves, as if white people
weren't murdering and abusing
each other on a larger scale, for a
much longer time.

Ever heard a Black woman call a
white boy stupid? Just wondering.
We doubt that very seriously.

Species that cannot elevate cease to
exist. Caucasians are at “0”
population growth on the planet,
becoming extinct. So as the Black
group becomes conscious, the
White group goes to sleep.
Remember that Yo. Congratulate,
don’t playa hate. Whatever!

What’s Up with all this “we gotta
love everybody” bull shit? Some of
these simple azz Ni99ahs act like
they just escaped from Willie
Lynch boot camp.

Hollyweird is now coming up with

When voting, you know, garbage

show after show of Black women
being cast and used as BED
WARMERS for their survival. That
ain't no liberation or freedom. Is
that patriarchal or gaiety? lol

in equates to garbage out.

Mass shootings are becoming
common place in the U.S. Black
people are not the cause. The
country has too many mental health
problems and issues. Most active
shooters are white people targeting
other white people and anybody
else coming into their sights.

Herbs might not help one live
longer, when it's your time to go,
but they may prevent one from
being all "broke-down". Herbs are
for the healing of the nations.
Herbs might be better than drugs,
radiation or being hooked to a
machine. Please consult your 3rd
eye if it is open.

If you are eating rare meat, you are
in rare form.

The white supremacist in the
United States, don't classify any
white people harming, frightening
or murdering Black citizens of that
country as" terrorist". The excuse is

Cops who snitch on other dirty
cops get done in. There will be no
justice until this is cleaned up. It
seems like dirty cops rule without
exception.

Do you want the Black elected
official you selected, to be devil's,
devil's advocates or what/

More than 58.000 U.S. soldiers lost
their lives in Vietnam. The
Vietnamese people lost an
estimated 3 million North
Vietnamese civilians and Viet
Cong fighters The South
Vietnamese lost an estimated
200,000 to 250,000 soldiers and
civilians.

Hello! Starvation is not the lack of
food, food is all around us.
Starvation is the lack of money

Mental disorders -- the newer term
for insanity.

Sex is not the best way to get
somebody to stay with you forever
and ever.
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dispose of one, without hurting the
other deeply. BALANCE
women and men missing than
Black people?

monopoly by which they can
control or set prices to whatever
they choose. Sounds like they want
to do to the rest of the world what
they did to the so-called Indians
and so-called Aborigines.

Puerto Rico is a colony of the U.S.

The devils reveal themselves when

Rumor or no rumor news- we

they tell you that the Black Church
is a business. They can’t save no
souls no more, but they sure can
save money in them white banks!

What group has more children,

How can the U.S, government
come up with Black Identity
Extremist and not White Identity
Extremist? Proves the government
is still full of shyt and White
Identity Extremist or Supremacist.

One of our surveys of Uber and
Lyft drivers proclaims that the
worst passengers were big mouth,
LOUD cell phone yappers. They
talk so LOUD, a driver can become
easily distracted and irritated at
their LOUD yapping. Next are a
vehicle filled with white college
kids. Some are so silly and
disrespectful, even if they are
riding for a quick 3 or 4 minutes,
they make drivers want to put them
out on the street, before finishing
the ride. Drunk white kids are a
serious pain in the ass. No home
training!

The Afrikan slaves and their
descendants inherited "O" wealth
from the "Trans Atlantic Slave
Trade". ZERO! Reparations is
owed and due.

Eating anything that has a face has
risks. Chickens, fish, pig or even
people. Like butta baby!

The underground economy is
the employer of first & last resort
in far too many Black
neighborhoods.
More and more we have situations
where women are putting up their
dukes to be violent against each
other or anybody else they think
they can whip up on. Freedom,
liberation or no?

Disappearing men also means
disappearing women. You can't

hear that 60% of the United States
military are now African
Americans and Latinos. We have
no idea what percentage are
Buffalo soldiers, what percentage
are mercenaries, what percentage
are soldiers of fortune and what
percentage are just real, dumb
Negro children doing the dirty
work of their European
boss/masters. Ya wanna fight?

Advocates of the Devils love the
Status Quo. That's how they get
coin.

President Trump has halted all
relations between Cuba and the
U.S.

White people don't usually do
much adapting to Black and Brown
people. They most always take for
granted we are their Negroes,
Negresses, underlings, just workers
or servants.

It's best to wash up after having
natural sex or after having someone
stick foreign objects into your
body. lol

Are you working in the field (s)
that you always wanted to work in
or are you a house Ni99ah? Maybe
the Cornfield, Cotton field,
Tobacco field, Computer field, Law
field, Nursing field, the Holy field,
Ball field, Po-Tater field or even a
field of dreams. Perhaps you were
made for House Keeping?
Whatever! We are sure that the
plantation has a career for you, if
you just act and talk right you get a
free pass out the Geto!

as race. That race was invented in a
laboratory. That named property is
what you are. Well, somebody
better come up with some more
theories or some other educated or
uneducated guesses to settle the
land issues in Afrika that crackers
are staring us in the face with. If
you want your home, Black people
better take action quick. Bigmouths don’t keep their land. Most
big mouths usually ain't got no land
anyway.

JIMMIE LUNCEFORD
LIVES, BOBBY HEBB
LIVES, FATS DOMINO
LIVES, DR. AMOS
WILSON LIVES, EARLE
HYMAN LIVES, BIG
BANK HANK LIVES,
TERRY GLENN LIVES,
DELLA REESE LIVES,
DR. IVAN VAN SERTIMA
LIVES, ROBERT
GUILLAUME LIVES,
KEITH WILDER LIVES
and DR. CHANCELLOR
WILLIAMS LIVES!

Too many Po-Po think they are still

If you think that God is a man and

slave catchers, judge, jury and
executioner.

his woman is a servant or a piece of
toe cheese, your brain and heart are
out of balance, out of whack!

People say there ain’t no such thing

Big global White based
corporations want to privatize the
water, where they basically create a

If you think God is a woman and
her man is a servant or a piece of
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toe cheese, your brain and heart are
out of balance, out of whack!

Stick ups? Drug dealing? Pick
Pockets? Boosting? Prostitution?

How many animals be licking shyt

Follow the LEADER or follow the

from other animals butts?

FOOLS. How does one know
which is which? All we know is
that fools travel in packs!

Ask yourself who actually defines
what a human is and what a human
does?

The Black problem is that we have
so many ordinary Negroes that feel
they are more than slaves, when in
reality they are less than slaves.

Most people don't call what they
got the BLUES. They just yap and

Man Up and stop letting
these Devil's play you!
Fascism is in stage with White
Supremacy. Fascism is a system of
racism, white supremacy
determined to survive.

Why is it that many a Negro thinks
everybody is dumb, except for
them? These types of Negroes are
usually the biggest bullshytters out
there.

Black scientist have found that
Mulatto children born & raised by
White girlz in trailer park projects
like to walk around with no shoes
on and dirty feet just like White
girlz do.

What do you do when people hold
you in a insane PREDICAMENT
for 500+ years? Demand
reparations or what?

Hell is an interesting place or
perhaps concept. People are
continuously finding out that they
don't have to physically die, to be
living in a frozen Hell. Advocates
of the Devil are responsible for
some of the pain and agony people
say Hell brings.

Half of all Americans are living
paycheck to paycheck. What if you
don't get a paycheck or government
check. What then? Panhandling?

try to throw their strife onto
somebody else. Usually somebody
they think is defenseless.

Why would anyone of color, that
can only speak English, want to
call him or herself white, knowing
what white represent to people of
color globally? It was only 2,000
years ago that white meant death,
diseased and/or sick to people of
Afrikan & Asian descent. The more
things change, the more they
remain the same.

really going on or what they are
really doing in order to create the
desired illusion. Even the most
educated Blacks are constantly
falling for these magician tricks.
Especially emotional azz stories
serving as diversions for some
other issue or issues the ruling elite
(Crackers) don't want the masses of
our people to know about, question
or be concerned about. Black
politicians in this 2 Party System,
have Devil's Advocates coming out
of their asses!

When a government agency tells
the public something is "normal",
you must see who runs and controls
that agency. Advocates of the
devils or no?

White folks do not generally go to
places where there is no
colonization or their needs are not
being met first and foremost. They
love their white privileges Yo.
They are stuck on racism and
privilege as a group Shawty!

We have never seen so many
fronts, stoops and lawns covered up
with great, big, Frosty the
snowman’s, all kinds of light-up
rein deer’s, Fat, white Santa
Claus’s, colored bulbs all over the
place on the front and back
windows. All kinds of flashing
computerized lights. More reefs all
on the porches and all the windows
all over the house. Damn, y’all
gotta do all that to prove you a
Christian or is something else
going on? What does all this lewd,
crude, vulgar and obscene trash
have to do with worship or being
saved?

Black politicians and Black
organizations have been and still
are being used as pawns of misdirection (ROPE A DOPE).
Caucasians cleverly use them to
draw attention away from what is

THE DVD DEAL IS
STILL GOING ON
BUY “3” GET
ONE FREE
It ends when we say it
ends!
HANDLE YOUR
BUSINESS
Certain rules and
restrictions apply!

SEE YA!

